Market Research – Restaurant Management System
(Scope for new RMS USA-EU)
Overview
Driven by an improving economy, restaurant industry sales are expected to hit a record high
of $709.2 billion in 2015. Although this will represent the sixth consecutive year of real
growth in restaurant sales, the gains remain below what would be expected during a normal
post-recession period due to a range of challenges.
Restaurants business requires utmost management skills. Right from managing the
reservations, to allotting tables, to keeping a tab on timely delivery of orders, each aspect
needs to be managed up to perfection. Any delay or error in these activities can lead to major
customer dissatisfaction. A simple way to avoid such errors is to use restaurant management
software.
The desire to cater to customers while confronting the basic fact that filling seats through
reservations is wildly inefficient. To cope, some restaurateurs have placed time limits on
reserved tables, juggled walk-ins, and even overbooked to try to protect themselves against
no-shows that sap revenue. The average rate of no-shows for a typical restaurant is around 15
per cent. Restaurants are looking for the best technological solution for managing their
reservations or filling-in for cancelations.
Restaurant management software has been in the market for quite some time. A few years
ago, restaurant owners hesitated in adopting new technologies; however, with time they could
understand that such software can increase efficiency and the output on efforts. Billing, table
reservations, order handling and delivery to the right tables, all these are now handled by the
software.
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Restaurant owners often want an RMS that can be easily tailored for use in any sort of food
service establishment, from fine dining and table service restaurants to quick service (QSRs),
pizza delivery and take-out establishments, as well as bars and clubs.
Some of the objectives that restaurant owners want in a RMS are:
•

Decreased service time

•

Kitchen, bar, offices, host stand

•

Order Accuracy
- List of fields

•

Security of Cash Transactions and Internal Auditing Functions
- User ID
- Record tracking

•

Reduced training burden
- GUI, intuitive

•

Performance control
- Individual server reports

•

Sales Reporting
- Totals
- How customers pay, what they buy, when they buy

•

Inventory Levels and Consumption

•

Par Stock

•

Consumption volume, rate, and sales price

•

Easy to be used with an android phone
Simplifying the work In Purchasing Deptt.

•

Dates of purchases and delivery, quantity, and purchase price

•

Alerts to rotate/use stock

•

Food cost controls are critically important
Simplicity in Table Reservations

•

Reservations should be simplistic in nature
- name, number in party, phone, date, time, etc. should be easily logged in
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•

RMS Table management system should help in allocating
reservation/wait/walk-in list with tables, locations, services
•

A map of front-of-the-house seating

•

Alerts on open, long duration, dirty tables

•

Reservation assignment tables

•

Wait staff assignment

Customers look for


Ease of choosing the table



Simplicity of using a system from their smart phones



Layout plan and ease of going through the menu



Accurate waiting time & availability of table

A good RMS should bring business to the next level of efficiency and profitability.
These are only a few ways in which a restaurant management software can aid you. The
benefits of using one such software are multiple.
Technology and the Restaurant Industry Trends
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According to the National Restaurant Association, 40 percent of adults said they would be
likely to utilize a smartphone app if it were offered by a quick-service restaurant and 32
percent of adults said they would use a mobile or wireless payment option if it was offered by
a full-service restaurant. Restaurants need to be incentivized to reveal their wait times on the
app. If they don't use it, it's not helpful to patrons.
The percentage of restaurant bookings occurring online is at low single-digits in nearly every
international market, with the exception of U.S. where it is 20%. However, diners are
increasingly using the internet to make restaurant reservations due to the convenience and
discounts offered online. It is expected the proportion of diners who book tables online at
full-service restaurants to increase in the future. A similar trend was witnessed in the online
travel industry in the last decade, when people switched to the Internet to book flight tickets
and hotels. Currently, about 40% of all travel sales worldwide occur online.
Profitability is a concern in the restaurant reservation industry. Opentable posted a net loss of
$3.6 million in Q1 2014. OpenTable had to spend over 60% of its gross profit on SG&A
activities in 2013.
The trends and futures
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1. Growth of mobile reservation applications: as the adoption of smart phones and the
popularity of mobile apps is growing, major table booking apps offer mobile versions of their
websites. The impacts of this trend can be expected to be significant in the future
2. Continued growth of third-party reservation sites: as the convenience and diversified
choices offered are realized by an increasing number of customers, more third-party
reservation sites can be expected to enter the market
3. Possible commoditization of restaurants: as the popularity and adoption of third-party
reservation sites grow, customers might be more used to and loyal to the third-party
reservation sites as a result of redeemable rewarding points. This might cause customers to
look for restaurants with availability
4. The emergence of customer relationship management: as customer relationship
management gains on importance, the trend is to combine online table bookings with other
customer management systems, such as Point of Sale systems or Kitchen Display systems.
The integration of different customer management systems is aimed at better understanding
and subsequent serving customers, which will maximise profits.
5. The emergence of computerized restaurant revenue management: the integration of
restaurant online reservation systems and highly advanced restaurant IT systems will
ultimately enable a comprehensive Revenue Management (RM) in the restaurant industry.
Customer Perspective
- Customers may prefer the Online Reservation due to the flexibility with regards to the
booking hours
- For customers it can be more cost effective to book online
- It provide more accessibility and more information to customers than telephone reservations
- During busy hours, calling for reservation are problematic, as it might be difficult to contact
the restaurant –online system offer a consistent service quality with mostly instant
confirmations
- In most systems today, customers can view menus, see pictures of the dining room, read the
chefs bibliography, inform the kitchen about allergies, and read restaurant reviews, which
gives an added value to the customers
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Facts at a Glance (USA)


$709.2 billion: Restaurant industry sales.



3.8%: Restaurant industry sales increase in nominal terms.



1.5%: Restaurant industry sales increase in real (inflation-adjusted) terms.



1 million: Restaurant locations in the United States.



4%: Restaurant industry sales share of the U.S. gross domestic product.



$1.9 billion: Restaurant industry sales on a typical day.



14 million: Restaurant industry employees.



1.7 million: New restaurant jobs created by the year 2025.



10%: Restaurant workforce as part of the overall U.S. workforce.



47%: Restaurant industry share of the food dollar.



Nine in 10: Restaurant managers who started at entry level.



Eight in 10: Restaurant owners who started their industry careers in entry-level positions.



Nine in 10: Restaurants with fewer than 50 employees.



Seven in 10: Restaurants that are single-unit operations.

Most Powerful People in US Restaurant Scene
Dawn Sweeney, the National Restaurant Association's president and chief executive, is one
of America's most powerful people in food, according to the Daily Meal. In addition to
Sweeney, other movers and shakers on the list include chef-restaurateurs Mario Batali, Jose
Andres, Wolfgang Puck and Alice Waters and renowned New York City restaurateur Danny
Meyer. Also on the list are Bill Shore, founder and CEO of Share Our Strength, New York
Times restaurant critic Pete Wells and Thomas Vilsack, Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Restaurant Management Softwares
 Compeat: Compeat is the provider of an end-to-end Restaurant Back Office
Management and Accounting solution. Its end-to-end solution provides total control
and perfect audit from the restaurant though the home office and from operations
through finance. Compeat is also a web-enabled software solution that harnesses the
power and flexibility of the internet. All information, from inventory receipt at the
restaurant to the profit and loss statement at the company office, is always available,
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is always in balance, and resides in one common database.

Compeat was founded in 2000 on the premise that restaurant management and
accounting systems provide critically important evaluation and control solutions for
restaurant operators. The more robust and tightly integrated these two systems are, the
better the information and the stronger the control.

Compeat currently has hundreds of restaurant customers who are using the software in
thousands of restaurant locations. Compeat is running in both independent restaurants
and restaurant chains with sales ranging from $1 million to over $400 million
annually.
Features


Daily Sales Reporting



Inventory Control



Food Cost Analysis



Time & Attendance



Labor Scheduling



ATS/Onboarding



Restaurant Accounting



Payroll

Starting Price: $3,995.00/one-time
Deployment: Web Based
Features Not part of it:


Point of Sale (POS)



Reservations Management



Table Management



Wait List Management

 Ezee Burrp: eZee BurrP! is a desktop based Restaurant Management Software
designed to give restaurants all the tools it requires to speed up service and increase
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efficiency of operations. The customizable options offered in the system is ideal for
any restaurant type including fine dining restaurants, bistros, fast food chains, cafes,
bars, etc. No matter what kind of establishment, eZee BurrP! helps the staff to
complete their tasks efficiently in line with their operational style and business.
1. Supports configuration of Happy Hour Menu, Set Menu, Multiple Menu Rates,
Multiple Currencies , Multiple languages.
2. Interface with Financial Accounting Systems like Tally and Quick Books, Sage
Accounting.
3. Interface Available with eZee BurrP : It is interfaced successfully with many third
party hardware and software providers, which makes it easier to adapt in your
business environment.
4. Credit Card Processing
PRODUCTS


eZee iMenu
Restaurant eMenue



eZee FrontDesk
Hotel PMS



eZee iFeedback
Customer feedback system



eZee Absolute
Hotel management software



eZee Reservation
Booking engine



eZee Centrix
Channel manager



Appytect
Mobile app builder
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Features:


Table Reservation Management
o

View live status of the tables on a easy to understand GUI
representation of your restaurants‘ floor plan.

o

Ability to toggle table status for reserved, occupied, vacant, unsettled,
unclean and more.

o

Quick View of reservation list, waiting list, KOT list and receipt list.

o

Receipt features such as split receipt, merge receipts and reprint
receipts.



o

Void options allows to you to void KOT, Items and receipts.

o

Allocate specific table to serving staff/waiter.

Menu Management
o Categorize items according to menu group and menu sub group.
o Create and save different menu for breakfast, lunch, dinner and
weekends or any other custom session.
o Create various combos by adding modifier items.
o Set modifier items according to menu type or item type.
o Add up to 5 different rates to an item as per location for more efficient
tracking of inventory.
o Set different rates for dine in, delivery, take away and room service.
o Create and save recipes which displays the raw material and ingredient
used per recipe.
o Define and set multiple units per menu item according to quantity.
o Set different tax rates to different items.
o Option to set different item category-wise tax.
o Define and save up to 4 different tax rates in the system.
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Banquet Management
o Host event on hourly/daily basis.
o Create different themes and sitting arrangement for banquet event.
o Define specific package and buffet according to even requirement.
o Event quotation, catering and menu card definition.
o Pro-forma for conference packages.
o Group and individual invoicing for different events.



Item Modifiers



Kitchen Display System
o Authorization/Kitchen/Checker mode.
o View mode for Current, Pending and Order served list.
o Ability to transfer and display menu items according to item types or
menu groups.



Inventory and Stock Management
o Real-time inventory and ingredient tracking.
o Set minimum stock and maximum stock.
o Initiate transfer between different sub stores or departments from the
main store.
o Update stock rates according to last purchase/average/weighted
average.
o Define user authorization rights for issuing/purchasing of stock items.
o Track and maintain intermediate and manufacturing items.
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Advanced Reporting



Payroll Module
o Maintain employee time attendance with bio-metric system, card
scanners or logging in manually.
o Maintain employee salary list, tax deductions, advance loan payment
or any payment applicable.
o Create and manage employee work schedule, breaks, leave
management, etc.



Notification via Sms & Email
o Confirmation notification for table reservation.
o Banquet reservation notification.
o Notification to head office/management of daily reports and other
updates.
o Receive feedback related notification.



Third Party Integration

Starting Price-- $1,150.00/one-time (but varies depending on features one requires)
Problems:



Some complaints of poor customer service
For starters it can be tricky to get used to the system and all its features.

 Restaurant 365: Restaurant365 is an software development company and Microsoft
Certified Partner. The team began working together back in 2001 with offices in
Irvine, CA. The team began development on Restaurant365 in 2010 using the latest
in cloud technology. Since the product‘s first release in September 2012, hundreds of
restaurant locations across the nation (U.S) have done away with their generic ERP
software and moved to Restaurant365. The company has customers in all of the
restaurant segments including: Fine Dining, Casual Dining, Family Dining, Fast
Casual, Quick Serve, & Snack. Restaurant365′s customer base is also structurally
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diverse with Independents, Franchisors, Franchisees (of major brands), CPA
Firms, and bookkeeping services.
Costing:
Restaurant365 is a cloud-based software service that you pay for on a monthly basis
and access through a browser on your existing computer, tablet or mobile device.
The monthly cost is based on the number of restaurant locations you operate and
number of optional modules and services you want to use. This allows you to pay for
only what you need and use, instead of bundling everything together.
In addition to the monthly fee, there is a one-time fixed implementation cost that
covers training and the entire transition process from your current system to
Restaurant365.

Features:
o Accounting
o Banking
o Restaurant Budgeting
o Financial Reporting
o Inventory
o Food Costing
o Recipe Costing
o Labor
o Franchising
o Catering
o Operations
o Business Analytics
o Integrations
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Popular Restaurant booking apps
Recent big-name acquisitions suggest that a habit-breaking revolution is under way. In July,
Priceline, whose brands include meta-search company Kayak and Booking.com, bought the
restaurant reservation service OpenTable for $2.6 billion (£1.65 billion). In May, TripAdvisor
forked out to add La Fourchette to its growing stable of add-on services. La Fourchette is a
restaurant-booking engine which specialises in France, Spain, Belgium and Switzerland, and
its functions are already built into the TripAdvisor app. If you search for restaurants in, say,
Paris, those listed with a ―Find a table‖ button offer direct in-app booking.
 Opentable: When it comes to statistics, OpenTable‘s free app (opentable.com;
Android, iOS, Windows) still leads the way. It lists more than 30,000 restaurants
worldwide, including 4,200 in Britain and 2,000 in Germany. Users can filter
restaurants by cuisine type, location or price range, and menus are usually available to
browse. Mobile devices already supply 36 per cent of OpenTable‘s UK restaurant
bookings, and 47 per cent of those in North America.
Recent OpenTable innovations include Hot Tables, a service that automatically alerts
you to coveted late cancellations. The company is also trialling mobile payments for
iPhone users in eight US cities, including New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. If the
service gets a wider rollout, you won‘t even have to hang around waiting for the bill
at the end of a meal. Everything is settled inside the app.
OpenTable does basically two things:


sell restaurants tools to manage reservations, and



operates an online reservation service, both on its site and through partner sites. The
reservations are free for consumers but restaurants pay a fee for reservations that go
through OpenTable.

Some Features:


They offer loyalty points, most of the time you earn 100 points for a booking, that‘s
worth $1 because 2000 points can be redeemed for a $20 gift certificate for dining at
any restaurant listed on Opentable.
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some restaurants use Opentable to manage their own website‘s online bookings.



Some restaurants ‘block’ key times from being booked via Opentable, I have to
imagine it‘s because it costs them money (to pay to Opentable) to take reservations
that way, and they expect to be able to fill their seats without bringing in reservations
through this channel.

The company currently offers two main services to restaurants:


OpenTable Electronic Reservation Book

The "ERB" is a computer terminal. It comes with software that allows online
reservations, helps run front-of-house business in restaurants, like seating arrangements
and waitstaff assignments and takes notes like information on frequent customers.
Restaurants pay a one-time fee for installation and training costs (which ranges from
$200 to $700, according to the company), and a monthly subscription fee also applies
(minimum $199 per month, with extras costing $25 to $89 a month). OpenTable also gets
a fee for each diner who completes her reservation: $1.00 per diner for reservations
made through OpenTable's website or mobile app, and $0.25 per diner for reservations
made through the restaurant's website using OpenTable software.


OpenTable Connect

Connect is the lighter version of the company's reservation system,

which is purely a

web- based system that enables restaurants to accept online reservations. The company
says it aims this product at restaurants who normally rely mostly on walk-in customers.
From restaurants with the Connect system, OpenTable receives a fee for each diner who
completes his reservation. It receives $2.50 per diner who reserves through OpenTable's
site, and $0.25 per diner for reservations made through the restaurant's site using
OpenTable software.
But there are potential drawbacks for restaurants, too. Some restaurants feel like they get
a raw deal: the subscription fees for OpenTable are fixed every month, no matter how
many diners the service does or doesn't draw. Some restaurants feel forced to join
OpenTable just to be able to compete. OpenTable also owns all the customer data saved
on its hardware, meaning that if a restaurant cancels its subscription, they no longer have
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any of that valuable information. That's a big loss in an industry that relies heavily on
knowing patrons' information and dining history.
At this time OpenTable doesn‘t offer an API.

Yearly Earnings

Fiscal year is Jan - Dec.

OpenTable Net Sales or Revenues

Cost Of Goods Sold (COGS)

OpenTable Gross Profit

2013

2012

2011

190.05M

161.63M

139.51M

68.27M

56.47M

54.04M

121.77M

105.16M

85.47M

Marketing Strategy
OpenTable‘s strategy included paying online restaurant reviewers for links to
theOpenTable web site and targeting national chains for fast expansion. They retool its
software and hardware to create a user friendly ERB system. OpenTable also created a userfriendly Electronic Reservation Book (ERB) and they deploy a door-to-door sales force to
attract subscription from high-end restaurants, this combination of e-commerce, useful and
friendly technology really worked for them. The company was able to grow its customer
base.
OpenTable developed many programs to help publicize the service through ―e-invites‖,
satisfied customers, and social media. This gives the company ongoing traction to succeed,
which is a much stronger marketing strategy than relying upon online restaurant reviewers.
OpenTable now uses the diners it seats as reviewers, following up with each reservation via
e-mail to ask the diner to review the restaurant for other diners. Also, OpenTable offers
mobile support through a mobile Web site and mobile applications to help users find
restaurants with the help of GPS as well as book reservations.
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 Reserve.com: There are new arrivals on the dining app scene, too, notably Reserve
(reserve.com; iOS; free). Reserve is a ―digital dining concierge‖ service, focused on
top-end restaurants. Users select a preferred place and time, then wait for Reserve to
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secure and confirm the booking. To simply put it Reserve is a digital concierge
service focused on making every part of the dining experience better, for both
restaurants and diners.
Payment is settled automatically at the end of the meal, and Reserve charges a flat $5
(£3.20) for the service. Reserve currently operates in New York, Los Angeles and
Boston, but plans to expand its service, including to London. Currently, has a total of
110 partners.
The app emerged from startup studio Expa. If you‘re trying to get a reservation, you
specify the time window and party size, and the app provides you with a list of
curated restaurant partners. If it can‘t get a reservation at the time you want, it will
suggest alternatives with available tables.
Features:


SPLIT THE CHECK: Reserve makes it simple to invite other guests to share
the check and split the bill evenly at the end of the meal.



PAYMENT: After your meal, the check is automatically billed to your card,
including the tip and Reserve's small concierge fee.



PRIVATE, VERIFIED FEEDBACK: Diners provide private, verified
feedback after every meal, creating a valuable source of actionable
information for restaurateurs.

 NoWait: NoWait is an easy way restaurants can manage seating tables during busy
shifts. On a tablet, the hostess puts in the wait time and the party's name and number.
The party can then do some window shopping and will get a text with a link to
confirm their wait and see where they are in line. They will also receive a message
when their table is ready. So basically, NoWait app lets you join a restaurant's wait
list from your phone.
While this is great for restaurant owners, the free app can also be used by hungry
foodies. NoWait lets you browse restaurants along with their wait times, and allows
you to add yourself to the list from the app instead of waiting to do so at the
establishment. You can also see your place in line in real-time, giving you enough
time to be seated as soon as you arrive.
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Through a newly expanded partnership with fast-casual breakfast chain First
Watch Restaurants Inc., Pittsburgh-based NoWait is widening its national reach.
Features:


NoWait Host is only available for iOS (iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch). This is the
most robust and secure platform. It also is the only one that features a
handheld (iPod Touch) that doesn't require a phone or data plan.



Customers don‘t need smart phones: NoWait sends text messages, so any
phone that receives a text message can be notified. Standard rates apply.
Nationally, NoWait restaurants see about 90% of their guests use their cell
phones to be notified that their tables are ready.



Daily Email Summary: NoWait delivers an email daily with actionable
analytics for restaurants.



Currently, diners receive text messages to alert them that their table is ready,
and restaurants can also send out a brief marketing message at that time, too,
in order to promote specials or appetizers, for example.

With NoWait, patrons can:
o Check back on their wait time
o Send general feedback remarks
o Ask to be removed from the wait list

Since its launch in 2011, NoWait has seated more than 121 million diners
through its consumer and restaurant apps. It began a national rollout of its
guest app in February 2014.
In May, NoWait raised $10 million, led by Columbus, Ohio-based Drive
Capital.
Pricing
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BASIC

STANDARD

PREMIUM

$59

$119

$199

Per Month, Per
Location

Per Month, Per
Location

Per Month, Per
Location

500 Waitlist Parties

1200 Waitlist Parties

Unlimited Waitlist
Parties

IDEAL FOR:Low to
Mid Volume
Restaurants

IDEAL FOR:Mid to
High Volume
Restaurants

IDEAL FOR:High
Volume Restaurants

All features in Free,
plus customizable
text messages and
estimated wait times.

All features in Basic,
plus two-way
messaging with
guests.

All features
in Standard, plus
unlimited waitlist
parties.

FOREVER FREE
$0
Per Month, Per
Location
200 Waitlist Parties
IDEAL FOR:Low
Volume Restaurants

 SettleOrder.com: Sure there are apps to just make reservations, but Settle, a free
app for iPhones and Android devices, allows you to book a table, pre-order your food
and pay the check in advance— all with a few taps on your phone. "Now people have
completely different lifestyles. They don't have time to wait for their meal at the
restaurant," says Stas Matviyenko, CEO and founder of Settle. "Mobile pre-orders and
payments app Settle solves this long waiting problem."
In a place where convenience and efficiency are king, Settle‘s approach might give it
an edge. People reserve tables at restaurants for the explicit purpose of not having to
wait, and they call in their pick-up orders ahead of time for the same reason. Settle
wants to cut out pretty much any waiting time there is, from waiting for a table to
waiting for the food, and even waiting for the check.
Since people spend more than 60 percent of time at restaurants waiting to order and
checkout, Settle significantly cuts that time so you have more time enjoying the
experience. All you have to do is browse the menu using the app and select your
dishes. Users will get to choose the exact time they want to dine and will know when
their food will be ready. You can also take out food with this app, which has just
launched in San Francisco. Although only those in San Fransisco can enjoy the perks
of this app for now, its next launch will be in NYC. The company has $700K in total
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investments and plans to continue its expansion across the U.S. Still, any restaurants
in the U.S. can currently sign up to be included in the app.

 Find. Eat. Drink.

Find. Eat. Drink. is the first travel guide app curated by the world’s top chefs,
bartenders, sommeliers, and food stars passing along their favorite places to
eat, drink, and food shop around the globe. Instead of trusting pedestrian taste
buds, Find. Eat. Drink. lets users discover the best eateries as recommended by the top
chefs, bartenders, butchers and food connoisseurs in over 5,000 destinations in more
than 200 cities and towns and recommendations from 700 pros, with new ones added
on a constant basis. This app lets you check out the restaurants the professionals go to,
even letting you create your own customized lists, perfect for when planning a
vacation. You can find places nearby, browse through restaurants, or check out the
pro recommendations. It's pretty much like having a food guru on speed dial.
Users can search for restaurants, bars, coffee and tea shops, and markets by location.
The results pull up helpful information including maps, pricing, and tipping, and the
establishments can be sorted into lists (romantic, night out, cheap, splurge, etc.) for
easy organization.

FEATURES
DESTINATIONS: restaurants, bars, food shops, markets, and coffee bars.
DISCOVER: destinations near you in a list or map view.
LISTS: make your own customized lists like My Favorite Sushi Places or Vacation in
Portland or Cheese Shops to Try. There is no limit to the lists you can create.
PROS:
A network of culinary insiders - well-known chefs, sommeliers, bartenders and
baristas. Read their profiles and view their recommendations.
Bonus points for including transit options, business hours, and social-media links.
MAJOR CITIES: Atlanta, Austin, Barcelona, Boston, Charleston, Chicago, Dallas,
Houston, London, Los Angeles, Madrid, Miami, Montreal, Nashville, New Orleans,
New York City, Orlando, Paris, Philadelphia, Portland ME, Portland OR, Rome, San
Francisco Bay Area, Seattle, Toronto, Tucson, Vancouver, Washington DC.
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CONS:
The app is at the moment limited to some major cities, but aside from this, it‘s
obvious shortcoming is that it requires a working internet connection to be of any use.
When travelling overseas, this can be quite the problem, as you don‘t want to run up
your mobile data charges. But if you‘re staying at a hotel with free WiFi, this isn‘t
much of a problem either.
The app requires iOS 5 or later; no Android, Galaxy, or Blackberry support.
 Table 8: Table8 is a reservation app and website that lets you discover and book
amazing dining experiences — when and where you want. Teamed up with the
most celebrated restaurants in the industry to offer tables at peak, sold-out times,
from one month out to day-of reservations.
How it works


Members pay one annual fee for unlimited free reservations at all Table8
restaurants, including a select group of ‗members only‘ hotspots. Other perks
include invites to one-of-a-kind dining events, discounts, and priority seating
at waitlist-only restaurants.



The company has partnered with Concur, a site with 25 million users that
specializes in booking and managing corporate travel. In addition to securing
flights and hotels, users can now make reservations for lunch meetings or
client dinners on a central Web site.



Accessible via the web or via mobile apps on both iOS or Android devices

How much user has to spend
If someone wanted to eat at Boulevard, you could come in on, let‘s say a Wednesday,
and look for a reservation for Friday at 7:30, and depending on demand and how
many tables we have, it could range anywhere from $20 for a two-person seating up
to 40 or 50 bucks for a two-person seating. And that‘s the revenue for that table, and
we split that revenue with the restaurant, so they‘re making money through this
process as well.
Cities Covered (clientele of approximately 30-40 restaurants in each city)
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Atlanta



Chicago



Los Angeles



Miami



New York



San Francisco



Washington DC

Pro: Users can book a reservation from a few weeks to an hour in advance.
Cons:
•

The idea of this app "attracting business travelers" is a little bit of a deflection
from the immediate revenue restaurants will make monetizing coveted
reservation spots (app and restaurants split the fees).

•

Its relatively new and has a limited number of restaurants (high-end most of
them)

•

Restaurant options are limited, and only parties of two, four and six can be
booked.

 Reservation Genie: Reservation Genie is an online tool that allows restaurants to
receive reservations online. Unlike OpenTable, Reservation Genie does not list
restaurants willing to pay a premium first like Open Table does with its 1000 point
table system. Instead they list restaurants based on leader board score which measures
customer loyalty at individual restaurants.
Originally, Reservation Genie started as a concierge tool but has evolved into a full
blown online reservation tool, complete with a table management system.
What differentiates Reservation Genie is that they operate entirely under a
subscription model, develop innovative loyalty programs, integrate concierge
relationships, and is structured so that customers remain loyal to the restaurant (rather
than the reservation tool).
Restaurants mostly receive reservations through by either putting a link on their
website or using Reservation Genie’s widget on their website.
Has a clientele (of Restaurants) in hundreds, covering cities like
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Atlanta, Austin, Charlotte, Chicago, Denver Area, Greenville, Jackson, Knoxville, Los
Angeles, Minneapolis, New Jersey Area, New York City, Newton, Philadelphia,
Portland, San Antonio

Reservation Genie offers online reservation software for restaurants and tours
starting at just $49 per month.
Features

Table Management and Shift Tracking



Business Model: Subscription & Website Based



Notification settings include phone, email and SMS (text message)



Marketing elements that stand out are the loyalty program, the concierge
program and the email list tools.

 Yelp SeatMe: Yelp SeatMe is a restaurant reservation service founded by Alexander
Kvamme and Jordan Mendelson in 2011.SeatMe charges restaurants a monthly fee for
use of their iPad-based restaurant reservation and guest management software.
Restaurants can then choose to provide free or paid reservations to guests on SeatMe's
website. Reservations can be made online by guests on its website.
SeatMe's Electronic Reservation Book (ERB) offers similar functionality to that of
competing products from OpenTable, EZTABLE and Urbanspoon which replace
traditional paper reservation systems. The ERB offers guest management similar to a
CRM, table management and reservation management. The software runs on Apple
iPad devices enabling portable restaurant management.
Yelp acquired SeatMe for $12.7M on July 18, 2013. Yelp SeatMe restaurants can also
receive online reservations directly from Yelp‘s 142 million monthly uniques visitors
who are looking to dine out. In the first quarter of 2014, Yelp reported revenue surged
66% from a year ago to $76.4 million. It said unique monthly visitors climbed to 132
million -- up 30% -- and local business accounts reached 74,000, representing a 65
percent gain.
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Mobile use also continued to grow, with 35% of new reviews coming from mobile
devices, and about 60% of all searches taking place on mobile devices. Average
monthly traffic via mobile grew 52% to 61 million. The mobile growth dovetails with
Yelp‘s efforts to build out more transactional services, allowing people to order or
make reservations on the go.

Features:


Table management- Keep track of your entire floor at a glance, so you‘re
always running at full capacity. Easily assign servers to tables, and make sure
guests are equally distributed. Give walk-in guests accurate wait time quotes.



Online reservations made easy- Take reservations 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Within a few minutes, you'll be ready to accept reservations from your
website and Yelp page. The system automatically confirms and reminds
guests, so you don't have to.



Streamline your wait list - Eliminate the need for pagers and buzzers. Send
guests an SMS message when a table opens up, and let your guests wander
while they wait. Delight your guests with accurate time quotes, and receive a
warning when real waits exceed the quoted times.



Make every guest a regular -Treat every guest like a VIP. Keep track of
dining preferences, allergies, special occasions, and more. Bring your guests
back to your business by creating targeted lists and exporting them to your
favorite marketing tools.



Automatic wait lists



SMS confirmations



Manage in-house reservations just like online reservations



Ease of Use: Simpler to create and edit reservations



Staff Accountability: Require staff to enter their initials when creating
reservations



Syncing: Sync indicator makes it clear when changes are synchronizing



Consistent Navigation: Create reservations from any screen in the app

Costing:
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Legacy System

Yelp SeatMe

Setup fee

$650

$0

Monthly subscription

$199

$99

$0.25 - $7.50 / cover

$0

Cover fee
Web access fee

$75/month

Free

Contract

Yes

No contract

Cancellation fees

Yes

No fees

Pro: Diners can elect to receive a text message when a reservation opens up and can
book the table on the spot.
Con: There‘s no sense of restaurant discovery — users can‘t browse through a list of
SeatMe restaurants that have available tables.

 Zomato Book: Zomato Book is a powerful tool that puts you in control of your table
management and reservations. The Zomato Book service is powered with technology
from NexTable, a US-based firm that provides a platform for restaurant reservations
and table management.
Why Choose Zomato Book


Optimize Occupancy- Maximize table occupancy using real-time, digitized
data on table availability, status tracking and utilization rates



CRM Initiatives- See guests' profiles to know their likes and preferences, and
tailor delightful dining experiences for them



Improve Service Efficiency- Reduce table turnaround time by measuring your
staff's efficiency, and driving effective workforce planning



Business Intelligence- Make use of actionable operational insights and
customer metrics to plan your way forward



Multi-Channel Reservations- Accept reservations from multiple channels,
including your Zomato page and your website
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Analytics- Get real-time analytics and actionable insights based on operational
and customer metrics



CRM- Use consumer profiles and transaction history and delight your guests
with personalized initiatives



Smart Table Management- Know the status of your tables in real time, making
it easier to manage tables and avoid manual errors



Reservation Management- Manage all your reservations from a single device
using real-time data on table availability, status tracking, and utilization rates



Staff Management- Manage your workforce more effectively based on metrics
such as employee efficiency, table turnaround times, or occupancy rates



Online Reservations- Allow your customers to book directly from different
online channels such as your Zomato page and your restaurant's website

Cons
Zomato‘s Table reservation app is very new and was launched only 2 months back.
The app is not 100% up and running; will need time to become popular amongst
restaurants n restaurant goers. They are looking at cashless payment option as-well.

** Back in January(2015), Zomato acquired Urbanspoon in a move to expand its
restaurant recommendation service, leaving the latter‘s future somewhat uncertain.
While many features and reviews are being transferred over, because the two services
differed on numerous parameters, some adjustments had to be made:
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Urbanspoon used a like/dislike rating system, whereas Zomato scores
locations out of a 5-point scale, so percentage scores from Urbanspoon have
been translated for the new system.



Zomato only accepts one review per user for each business, so it‘s only pulling
in a user‘s most recent review for a location.



Wishlists and favorites are now saved on Zomato as Bookmarks.



Urbanspoon‘s ‗Spooonbacks‘ posts are still active, but on Zomato they need to
be published manually with a rating before they can appear on restaurant
pages. You can now add photos to them too.



There are some losses too. Shake-to-search and Guides are gone, replaced by
maps and Collections.

 ResDiary: ResDiary is an online reservation system, built to help you manage your
restaurant effectively and efficiently. Not only will it deliver full service, yield and
table management, but it will also help build your customer database and online
profile.
Table management – run your restaurant more efficiently
Real-time diary – instantly delivers an accurate picture of each service
24/7 access through multiple devices with an internet connection – check the diary
anywhere, anytime
Switch online availability on or off – avoid over booking or under occupancy
Wealth of reports that will allow you to review and refine all aspects of front-of-house
ResDiary Features:


Table Managemento The Diary
ResDiary shows you your bookings in a simple view, spread across
your services. It calculates which are the best tables for you to use for
walkins and shows you who is due to arrive and when. Everything you
need to run your service is there, in a single screen.
o W8List™
W8List™ by ResDiary is a fully functional waiting list. It‘s fast,
efficient, and will increase your revenue - all this whilst successfully
decreasing the time spent in front of a computer managing your
availability. This will allow you to spend valuable time talking to
customers and managing you waiting guests‘ expectations, enhancing
the customer experience.
Balancing waiting and seated diners efficiently; dealing with
cancellations; and filling tables when guests leave faster than expected
- restaurant managers need to capitalize on their changing availability
to optimise yield.
o ResDiary Plus Ipad App
ResDiary Plus is our native iPad application is for restaurant managers,
owners and hosts and is designed to sync directly to your ResDiary
online reservation diary system. This app has been designed to support
the management of your restaurant services and allows you to make
bookings in online or offline mode; check and edit booking/customer
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details; allocation of tables; update of mail statuses; view expected
arrivals list - and much more.


Yield Management- Yield Management means making the most of a limited
resource. For restaurants, this resource is availability.
Yield management is the idea that maximising covers at appropriate times
within the constraints of kitchen production capacity and front of house
resource, leads to restaurants experiencing optimal returns on their availability
and covers.



Online Reservations



Ecommerce



CRM- This inbuilt system will allow you to capture and track all your
interactions with customers within ResDiary, helping you build a detailed
profile of your customer base by tracking information such as contact details,
booking history, preferences, historical reviews, level of spend etc.



Marketing



ResPhone- ResPhone provides an automated service which will turn those
calls into confirmed bookings. The Guest will be seamlessly redirected to an
automated service where they can book their table. A booking confirmation by
SMS will be automatically sent to the guest and the booking is placed directly
into your ResDiary reservation system with a capture of the guest‘s telephone
number.



Apps



Integrations

Pricing-
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resdiary.com possibly receives an estimated 24,693 unique visitors every day - a
massive amount of traffic!
 Resy: Resy offers service in New York, Los Angeles, Miami and Washington DC.
offer great seats at great restaurants on short notice. Currently work with more than
200 restaurant partners.
The company is co-founded by Ben Leventhal, co-founder of Eater.com; Michael
Montero, co-founder and former CTO of CrowdTwist and current Techstars mentor;
and Gary Vaynerchuk, noted social media expert, entrepreneur and investor. Other
company leaders have deep experience in restaurants and hospitality, too.
Resy is being incubated by VaynerRSE with additional investment from Lerer
Ventures, TomsCapital/Panarea Capital, A-GRade Holdings (Ashton Kutcher and
Guy Oseary), Slow Ventures (Dave Morin and Kevin Colleran), Ken Austin, Sam
Benrubi, Jenna Fagnan, Maneesh Goyal, Steven Kamali, Jim Lanzone, John
McDonald, Alexander Vaynerchuk and Louis Venezia.
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Features:

Pro: Diners get access to tables and times that restaurants usually reserve for VIPs.
Con: There‘s no flat rate. Though reservations typically go for 10% of the average
check, table location, day and time all affect the price.

 Eveve: Launched in 2007, Eveve is a leading global supplier of online reservation
systems for restaurants. Having seated more than seven million online diners, Eveve
is the largest independently owned reservation supplier in the world, helping 890
restaurants in 11 countries, and five continents, maximise their reservations, and
revenue. Though originally established in the UK, Eveve's largest market is now the
USA, where it handles more than two million online diners per year, in restaurants
across 27 States.
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Eveve‘s live restaurant booking system, Telos, has evolved over nine years. Eveve
charges a licence fee for TELOS and does not charge a fee per online diner.
Features:


UNIQUE PLATFORM
Offers one platform for all telephone bookings and walk in diners, which allows real
time availability for online bookings



CUSTOM PARAMETERS
Restaurateurs can establish booking parameters, meaning that every telephone or
internet booking is taken as if by themselves.



RICH INFORMATION
All information is digitised, meaning it can be coalesced for detailed management
reporting.



SECURE CLOUD SERVERS
The restaurants data is backed up to secure cloud servers, meaning no single point of
failure, for example if the reservations book is misplaced.



DAILY FEEDBACK
A customer database is auto-constructed, from the day to day reservations activity.



WORLD CLASS MANAGEMENT
World class table management and yield management tools, to make sure your
restaurant is always running optimally.



REMOTE ACCESS
Remote access: management can monitor the restaurant from any location, to make
sure that it is always running optimally.



EPOS INTEGRATION
Real time integration with EPOS, saving time and maximising business information.
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WALK-IN INFORMATION
Keep track of walk-ins, and know how long every table has been waiting.

 Eat24: You don‘t always want to go out to a restaurant. Sometimes, you just want to
stay indoors and have the food come to you, thereby saving you the effort of dressing
up (or at all). EAT24 is the app you need in this instance, giving you the ability to
order food from over 25,000 different restaurants across more than 1,500 different
cities (in U.S). You can search for specific cuisines but more impressively, you can
look up particular dishes, before browsing delicious food photos to see what tantalizes
your tastebuds. EAT24 will even allow you to securely store your payment details so
you don‘t have to worry about remembering your credit card numbers.
Yelp acquired Eat24 for $134 million in 2015, with $75 million in cash and the rest in
Yelp shares, for the company.
Features

Live chat, email and phone support – 24 hours a day, every day (literally)



A service that's 100% free and insanely intuitive to use



A 100% free and insanely intuitive mobile site



Easy re-ordering and pre-ordering



Cash back for future orders through CashCoupon



Exclusive offers and content through our Eat24 VIP program

Pros:


User uploaded photos



Order status



Uses Yelp reviews

Cons of using their app
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The mobile chat service is not very accurate and customer service might have
mis-guided some of the customers in the past



Syncing the app on various gadgets can be a time consuming process



Can be difficult to navigate



Ordering fees



What‘s Good section doesn‘t lead back to restaurant page

How various table booking apps works
KillerRezzy books tables and offers members reservations based on their user profile. If the
table is declined, it becomes publicly available inventory --which KillerRezzy can sell. The
logistics of the different apps vary. Table8 works with restaurants in San Francisco to set
aside a block of elite reservations. Customers then use the app to pay a ―reservation fee‖ that
Table8 shares with the restaurant. Zurvu and Resy have similar models.
Shout is another app, but its model is different. It allows consumers to exchange reservations
directly, with no restaurant involvement. It's up to the users whether to list a price or offer the
reservation as a courtesy to other "Shouters", as the app's users are called. A recent search
showed Shouters listing tables at New York restaurants including Empellón Taqueria, Craft
and Babbo Ristorante, selling the reservations for $5 to $20.
SWOT Analysis of Table Reservation App industry
Strengths
-skilled workforce
-reduced labor costs
-high profits
- more and more people are opting to do an online reservation prior visiting a restaurant.
Weaknesses
-high costs of implementation (for restaurant & customers booking through it)
-Some people still prefer traditional ways of booking a table
-too many options to choose from
Opportunities
-new markets
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-venture capital
-new products and services
-more and more people using smart phones
Threats
-not offering what they market (especially in terms of confirmed table and reduced waiting
time)
-technological problems
-New companies coming in this sector

Common Marketing Strategy of various Table Booking Apps


Rewarding guests on each visit. A restaurant app with a customer loyalty card enables



restaurants to strengthen the loyalty of their quests.
Push messages with personal offers



Projecting and highlighting the new features (showing how it saves time)



Highlighting cost effectiveness & kind of restaurants associated



Offering promo codes for booking table through there apps



Apart from offering a booking service to restaurants, some also do a lot of marketing
for their partners, which include e-mailer campaigns, SMS campaign and much more.
So it‘s always a win-win deal for any restaurant.

Advantages and disadvantages of Online Reservation Systems
Advantages:
- An ORS is able to take a large number of reservations at the same time, which is especially
helpful at busy times
- Restaurants can take reservations 24/7
- The right type of reservation system can result into better cost efficiency for restaurants due
to reduced labour cost
- ORS help restaurant to offer a better and more consistent service quality
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- ORS help restaurants to manage coupon and promotions based on allocations of table
inventories
- ORS often offer additional services which are beneficial for restaurants, such as electronic
reservation books, guest history systems and table management systems 7
- ORS help restaurants control customer time and better capacity use which generates more
revenue. It enables forecasts for better capacity allocations
- ORS help restaurants to select the most profitable customers
- Restaurants get customer‘s contact data and can analyze their preferences
Disadvantages:
- ORS reduce personal connections with customers before dining
- Online reservations are not perceived as reliable as TRS
- ORS are easier accepted by online users; however, people who are not used to online
booking and purchasing find it more difficult to accept ORS
- Unsuitable ORS can be ineffective and money-wasting.
Recommendations
There are a lot of table booking apps that do more or less the same thing. The restaurantreservation landscape is more fragmented than ever. In fact, booking a table now means first
figuring out which service or system will be most likely to give you the table you're looking
for.
OpenTable, which has a vast selection of restaurants in its database, but is also the most
cluttered with places where you'd never, ever actually want to eat. Too many options to
choose from are not always right.
Although there are too many options for table booking apps but the market is still big enough
(and even growing every year) for accommodating more players. However, in order to
succeed and be a popular table booking app, companies have to be true to their words and
provide what they are saying to be doing (mostly cutting down on waiting time in the
restaurant of choice).
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Higher revenue share might attract more restaurants to be associated with a table reservation
app (quicker).
Conclusion


In this smartphone age, 40% of online bookings are made on a phone or tablet



A new wave of restaurant reservations apps hope you might choose their
services—particularly for the chance at a last-minute dinner at a hot spot that
normally books up months in advance, or doesn't take any reservations, generating
long waits during prime dinner hours.



Open table is very expensive and people looking for cheaper options (with similar
functionalities/features) are increasing. OpenTable has swallowed up half the
market and has bought out competitor after competitor, the search has become
more difficult.



During the 2009-2014 period, OpenTable made 8 acquisitions of potentially rival
companies, and in June 2014 the company itself was bought for $2.6 billion by the
Priceline Group, an online travel giant whose other brands include Booking.com,
priceline.com, agoda.com, and KAYAK.



How much you'll pay varies by site, and in some cases, just how in-demand a table
is. For ex.-Zurvu charges a flat $5 per person for a reservation, when available, at
partner restaurants including Dirt Candy and Gotham Bar and Grill. At Killer
Rezzy, the going rate is $25, with Friday night reservations available at popular
spots including Nobu Fifty Seven, The Fat Radish and Red Rooster.

Some Useful Links/Articles
•

http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/wordofmouth/2014/jun/17/restaurantbooking-apps-shout-resy

•

http://blog.softwaresuggest.com/increase-revenue-restaurant-management-software/

•

http://possector.com/management/restaurant-management
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•

https://yalantis.com/blog/what-technology-does-opentable-use/

•

http://www.cnbc.com/2014/06/19/would-you-pay-for-a-prime-restaurant-table.html

•

http://www.inc.com/christine-lagorio/new-startup-restaurant-reservationecosystem.html

•

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/who-owns-a-restaurant-reservationapps-offer-the-desired-table-for-a-fee/articleshow/36542828.cms

•

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/who-owns-a-restaurant-reservationapps-offer-the-desired-table-for-a-fee/articleshow/36542828.cms

•

http://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2014/06/23/why-online-travelcompanies-are-buying-restaurant-reservation-operators/

•

http://www.foodtechconnect.com/2015/06/09/restaurant-tech-trends-streamlinedpayment-apps-on-demand-food-delivery-explodes/

•

http://www.foxnews.com/leisure/2014/08/06/new-apps-let-diners-buy-and-sellhottest-restaurant-reservations/

•

50 most influential people in US restaurant Industry http://inbusinessmag.com/inbusiness/sam-fox-named-nations-restaurant-news-power-list-50-influential-peoplerestaurants#.VkTJObcrLIU

•

Most influential Restaurants in US http://firstwefeast.com/eat/most-influentialrestaurants-in-america/

•

http://www.hospitalitynet.org/news/4060662.html

•

http://www.restaurant.org/News-Research
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